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Hydro-lKotors.- The city of Geneva furnishes water for small 
engines at 5 centimes per cubic metre (1 cent per cubic yard), under a 
pressure of 44 atmospheres, thus giving a horse-power for 35 centimes 
(7 cents) per hour. This is only half the charge that is made for 
water for domestic purposes. Two kinds of apparatus are used-one 
acting on the plan of the turbine, the other through pistons which are 
moved by pressure. The second seems to be generally preferred.- 
Sot. da Ing. Civ. . c. 
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STEAM HEATING FOR BUILDINGS. By Wm. J. Baldwin. New 
York : John Wiley & Sons, 1882. Second edition. 

To do full justice to this treatise on steam heating, the writer of 
this notice felt impelled to refer by way of comparison ‘to the most 
recent previous work on steam heating in the English (or any other) 
language, and took from his book-shelves the bound volume of Essays 
on the Economy of Fuel-the Effects of Heat and on Heating by 
steam. Robertson Buchanan, Glasgow, 1810. (Second edition, or 
enlargement from a pamphlet of 1807.) 

It is difficult to appreciate that an entire industry could have had a 
progress and development of eighty t.o ninety years and remain with- 
out especial description or record, except, what is to be found in this 
forgotten treatise of seventy-two years since. And with t’his absence 
of report of progress, it becomes peculiarly interesting to trace the 
degree of advance in principle or in apparatus which the two books 
indicate. For the principles involved, a discussion of which forms 
the first pfirt of Buchanan’s book and a portion of Baldwin’s work, it 
is not sure that the older writer has not presented the more thorough 
and practical considerations, statements and tables, although his author: 
ities are Belidor, Prony, Dalton, De Luc, Boerhave, Watt, Black, 
Leslie, Rumford and others, while Baldwin has Regnault, Rankine 
and more modern lights. (By the way, it should have been recognized 
by Baldwin that Rankine’s formulae were deductions from Regnault’s 
data, sometimes modified to meet Rankine’s thermo-dynamic hypothe- 
ses.) For the methods Buchanan treats, generally, of a quite dissimilar 
apparatus-that with cast-iron flange pipes, while Baldwin restricts his 


